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Abstract 

We present a new transmission control strategy for local-area networks in which each 
station dynamically estimates the probability Lhat r sLations arc ready Lo transmit a packet, 
!'or each nonnegat ive integer r. A station then transmits a packet with a probability based 
on t hese estimates. Each station updates iLs csLirnates using Bayes' Ruic af-tcr observing 
whether the current Lime slot contained a collision, a successful transmission, or a hole (an 
empty slot). This strategy we call Bayesian Broadcast. 

An elegant related strategy - which we call Pseudo-Bayesian Broadcast - is derived 
by approximating the probability estimates by a Poisson distribution with mean A and 
further simplifying. Each station keeps a copy of >-., transmits a packet with probability 
}, and then updates A in two steps: 

o If there was a collision increment A by e~2 = 1.39221, otherwise (for holes and 
successes) decrement >.. by 1. 

41 Set A to max(>-+ a, 1), where a is the average success rate on the channel. 
Simulation results are p resented demonstrating that the Pseudo-Bayesian Broadcast 

algorithm, although simple, performs very well in practice. 

Keywo1:ds: Networks, broadcast procedures, packet networks, ALOI--IA, Bayes' Rule, 
bina,y exponential backoff, Ethernet, local-area networks. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

'Ne propose Lhrec new sLraLegics f'or Lhc classic problem of conLrolling Lraffic 011 a 
local-area or saLclliLe broadcast comrnunicaLions network. The firsL sLraLcgy, wh ich we 
call Bayesia n Broa.dcasL, is presented Lo deve lop Lhc underlyi11g ideas. IL is an "ideal" 
sLraLcgy thaL is unlikely Lo be cosL-effcctivc in pracLicc. The second sLraLcgy, which we call 
Pseudo-Bayes ia n Broadcast, is an exLrcrnely simple a nd eleganL approximation Lo Bayesian 
Broadcast. We gi ve simnlaLion re:rnl Ls dc rnonstraLi ng Lhat Pseudo-Bayesian Broadcast is 
cxcepLionally cffccLivc and stable in practice. The name "Bayesian Broadcast" reflects 
t he fact LhaL each sLaLion will dynamically csLirnaLe Lhc number of acLivc sLat io11s on 
Lhe network using Bayes' Ruic, and will calcula.Lc an Lra.nsrnission probabili ty from Lhis 
information LhaL is opLirnurn given Lhc available inforrnaLion. The Lh ird sLraLcgy, ltccursive 
Pseudo-Bayes ian Broadcast, is a variation of Lhc second s LraLegy LhaL perfo rms bcLLcr, at 
Lhc expense of' increased control com plexity. 

Let us consider a network wiLh some number (poss ibly in liniLc) of sLaLions. l_~ach station 
is given packcLs to Lransrn iL by an associated processor. fn practice a sLaLion may keep a 
queue of packets ready Lo send, if iLs processor rno mcnLarily generates packets more quickly 
than the stations can Lransrn iL Lhcm over the networ k . In Lh is paper we concentrate on Lhe 
model where each station has aL most one packet Lo Lra nsmit aL any time (often called the 
infinite source model). We call a station active if it has a packet to transmit, otherwise 
we call it inactive. 

We assume that time is divided into slots, each long enough to tranmit one packet (the 
"slotted ALOIIA" or "S-ALOHA" model). Our procedures genera lize for other models (see 
section VI). 

When a slot begins each active station must decide, either deterministically or stochas-
Lica lly, whether or not to transmit its packet. There are three possible outcomes: 

• A hole if no stations transmit. 

• A success if one station transmits . 

~ A collision if more than one station transmits . 
When a hole or a collision occurs, no stations receive any feedback other than the fact 

that a hole or a collision has occurred. 

We assume t hat the network objective is to minimize the average delay experienced by 
a packet between t he time it is given to a stat ion and the time it is succcssf u Lly transmitted; 
by Little's result [Kl75] this is equivalent to minimizing the average backlog in the network. 

There are a number of dificrent m odels possib le for t he feedback each station obtains 
from t he network. We use the most straigh tforward model, where each station can 
disLinguish colli sions from successes from holes. 

Each station wi ll have a (common) control strategy specify ing how often it will transmit 
packets, including how ofLen it w ill retransmit a packet which was involved in a collision. 

Metcalfe and Boggs [Ml376] recommend the Binary Exponential BackojJ strategy, 
where a packet that has bee n involved in k coilis ions wait.s an amount of t ime r andomly 
chosen between 1 a nd 2k t ime s lots before iL is retransm itted. Thus, as the network 
becomes more congested, the probabi Ii Ly Lhat a station will transrn it decreases. Gerla 
and K leinrock[CK77] discuss a number of adapt.ive strategies for Lhe S-ALOIIA network. 
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Tanenbaum [Ta7ti] surveys a number of possible approaches to this problem. Some related 
work appears in [IIVL82, CGMM85]. Gallager [Ca85] provides a11 excellent overview of 
the field, a.11d t he special issue of' the IEEE Tra,ns. lnfor. Theory [Ma.85] contains many 
superb papers on th is topic . 

Our approach has the following general form . Just before slot l begi11s, each station 
k in the network computes a value for its broadcast probability bk,t· Then station k will 
transmit a packet (if' it has one) with probability bk,t, independent of whether previous 
attempts had been made to transmit that packet.) 

How s hould station k compute bk,t? It ca11 use global inform <ation that is known by 
every station, and local inform ation k11own only by station k. 

The available global inform ation might consist of: 

• The network hole/s1iccess/collision history, indicating whether each slot was a hole, 
a success, or a collision . 

o The sender history, indicating the source of' each successfu lly transmitted packet. 

• The sender parameter vector, indicating the local variables of the source of each 
successfully transmitted packet. (e.g. its transmission probability). 

The last two items would only be globally known if stations include it, in their packets. 
Control information can be i11cludcd or "piggybacked" onto the successfully transmitted 
data packets to make it global. 

The kinds of private information known by station k include: 

e The private transmission history indicating which time s lots station k actually tried to 
transmit. Other stations know that station k tried to transmit only if its packet was 
successfully transmitted; if a collision occurs the staticns do not know which stations 
were transrniLting. When a collision occurs, those stations that tried to transmit know 
there is at least one other active station, whereas stations that didn't try to transmit 
know there are at least two active stations (not counting itself) in the system. 

o The private parameter vector, containing station k's control parameters. As noted 
above, from t ime to time this information might be made global by station k, but in 
between such times, it is private information. 

We consider here at first the situation where the stations only use global information 
to compute the transm ission probabilities bk,t• Then each station will compute the same 
value bt for bk,t, and our Bayesian updating procedure will be relatively straightforward. 

In fact, the only kind of global information we will use will be the network 
hole/success/collision history. Other global information might be incorporated into a 
Bayesian Broadcast procedure; we do not consider this possibility here. 

In section II we develop the "Lhcory" of our Bayesian Broadcast, showing how each 
station can choose an optimum broadcast probability for each slot. However, the full 
Bayesian Broadcast is a bit demanding to implement, so in section III we provide a very 
simple practical implementation based on these ideas, which we call "Pseudo-Bayesian 
Broadcast" . In scdion IV we present some very encouraging experimental results on the 
average backlog when using Pseudo-Bayesian Broadcast. 1n section V we d iscuss a recursive 
implementation of th is idea which uses non-global informat ion. In section "\'I we discuss the 
application of Pseudo-Bayesian Broadcast to other network models (such as the Ethernet). 
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II. BAYESIAN BROAJ)CAST - . 

LeL flt denote t he number of adivc sLaLions aL Lime l (Lhcy arc ready Lo Lransrn iL a 
packcL). This value wi ll decrease wiLh successes, and increase when a processor g ives an 
inacLivc st.aLion a packcL. 

To rno LivaLe our dcveloprncnL, we begin by considering Lhc "cornplcLe knowledge" case 
where each sLaLion knows Lhe value of Rt before slot l begins. This is unrealistic, since flt 

can not be deLerrnined l'rom Lhe ava.i la.ble inforrn a.Lion, but it is of' interest, Lo determine 
how Lhe sLaLions shou ld ac L in th is case. 

1low likely is it Lo have a hole , success, or co ll ision for a given broadcast probabil ity bt 
(and wailing probability Wt = L - bt) a.nd g iven value Rt = r? The probabilities arc: 

/'(hole I flt = r) = iT&t (r) = w;, 
/>(success I Rt = r) = 8&,(r) = r · b1 • w;- 1

, 

1-'(collision j Rt= r) = cbt(r) = 1 - lh,(r) - ,(ht(r). 

The opLirna l value l'or bt 1s: 

this maximizes Sb,(R1) . NoLc that bt depends only on Rt, 

( 1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

If b1 is chosen optimally as 1/ Rt, Lhe expected number of sLaLions aLternpting Lo 
transmit will be one, a:1d the probabilities of holes, successes, and collisions will be: 

1 R 1 
II__)_(Rt) = (1- - ) '~ - , 

11, Rt e 
(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(The approximations hold for large Rt-) 
However, the stations will typically not know the correct value for Rt, For example, 

some inactive stations may have been given newly generated packets during slot t - l. 
In our first procedure, which we call the Bayesian Droadcast algorithm, each station 

will use the evidence availa ble evidence up to time time t to estimate the likelihood Pr,t 
that Rt = r for each r > 0. That is, 

Pr,t = P(Rt = r), for r = 0, . . . (8) 

given the available evidence. We call our procedure "Bayesian Droadcas t", since it relies 
on Dayesian reasoning to estimate 1l"t = (Po,t, ... ). 

Initially, each sLaLion begins with the distribution 7ro = (1, 0, 0, . . . ) - it assumes thut 
all stations arc inacLive. Each s tation will cornpuLc the same vector 1l"t using Lhc 2.vailable 
global information. The vector 7rt = (Po,t, .. . ) surnraari7,es the global information available 
about Rt, 

WiLh the Bayesian Broadcast procedure, each station performs Lhe following four steps 
during each time slot: 
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• CornpuLc U1e opLirnurn Lransrnission probabiliLy bt from Lhe iniLial probabiliLy vedor 
7C l . 

• 'fransmiL a. packcL (if one needs Lo be sent) wiLh probability bt. 

o Perform a Bayesian updaLe of 7ft (the iniLial probabiliLy clistribuLion for Rt) Lo obLain 
Xt (Lhe final probabiliLy disLribuLion for Rt), using Lhe evidence (hole, success, or 
collision) observed in Lime slot t. 

• Convert Lhe final probabiliLies Xt for Rt into iniLial probabilities 7ft + t for Rt+ 1 by 
considering Lhc generation of new packets and the fact LhaL a packeL may have been 
successfully LransmiUed during Lime slot t (i.e. modelling the flow of packets inLo and 
out of Lite sysLem). 

In subsections IL.A - 11.C below we conside r the dcLails involved in Lhc preceding steps. 

!J.A_: Computing _the ~I~__E,dcast Prc~ba~ili!,_"l_ 

One can choose bt Lo rnaximiie the expected chance of a success, even though there is 
uncertainty about Rt as summarized in 1ft, since 

E(P(success at t ime t)) = I:Pr,t · Sb,(r). (9) 
r 

Given 1ft, this is a polynomial in the unknown variable bt. In practice there would be at 
most a finite number of nonzero coefficients at any time. We can compute the value bt 
which maximizes (9) by differentiating and root finding ( or by Fibonacci search [GKHK75] 
if (9) is known to be a unimodal funct ion of bt)-

In practice the computation required to find the optimum bt will probably be excessive. 
One might use shortcuts such as computing bt only every so often, or approximating it 
by (E(Rt)) - 1

• However, we believe that in practice the "Pseudo-Bayesian Broadcast" 
algoriLhm to be described later will be the best choice. 

This section has described how to compu Le the optimum broadcast probability bt from 
7ft, the globally known initial probability distrib11tion for Rt. 

Il.B. Bayesian Updating of the Probability Vector 

We now describe how each station ~omputes its fin al probability distribution for Rt, 
given that slot twas a hole, a s uccess, or a collision. 

This problem is ideally suited for an application of Bayes' Rule: 

I'(H I E) = P(E I H)P(H) (lo) 
P(E) . 

(The final probability P(II J E) of a hypothesis I-I, afLer evidence Eis received, is equal to 
the initial probability P(JJ) of JI Limes the probability P(E J H) that E will occur given 
H, divided by the overall probabiliLy P(E) of evidence E.) 

We have a hypothesis "Rt = r", for each r > 0. The values Pr,t arc the init ial 
probabilities of these hypotheses bcf ore the evidence from time slot t is considered. 
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Let <fr,t denote the final probabilit,y £>( Rt 
(hole, success, or collision), and let 

r I Et) where l~t 1s lhc slot, t evidence 

Xt = (<fo,t, </1 ,t, · · .) (11) 

denote t,he corresponding final probability vector. The qr,t's arc easily obtained using 
Daycs' Ruic by mult,iplying each initial probabilit,y Pr,t by the appropriat,c likelihood 
Ih,(r),S&,(r), or Cb,(r) according to whether a hole, success, or collision was observed, 
and then normalizing so t,hat t,hc C/r,t's add up to one. 

This cornplcLcs our description of how each st,at,ion in corporates the slot t evidence 
int,o it,s probabilit,y dist,ribution for Rt. The rcsult,ing distribut,ion should make the best 
possible use of t he global ly available inforrnaLion; it, is hard Lo imagine improving over this 
application of Bayes' Ruic. 

Il.C. Converting the final probabilites Xt into the initial probabilities 1r.l.±.l 

Finally, we convert Xt, the final probability distribution for Rt, into an initial disLribu
tion for Rt+ I · v\Thy Pi,t+ 1 might be difTerent than qi,t? First, if slot twas a success, the 
expected number of active stations will decrease by one. Second, we expect some inactive 
stations to receive new packets from t,hcir processors during slot t, so the expected number 
of active stations will increase for this reason. 

Il.C.1 Modelling Successful Packet Transmission 

We model the effect of successes as follows. w ·e let ur,t denote a station's estimate of 
the probability that the number of active stations is r, taking in to account the evidence 
from t he channel, including the effect of a success on the number of active stations. 

If time slot t contained a success, then we set 

Ur,t = qr+ l,t, for r = l, ... , (12) 

otherwise we set 

Ur,t = qr,t• for r = O, .... (13) 

The vector Pt = ( uo,t, .. . , ) is used as input into the next step, where the generation of 
new packets is taken into account. 

Il.C.2 Modelling the Generation of New Packets 

The are many ways to model the generation of new packets. 'Ne are actually concerned 
with the rate at which sLations "become ac tive", i.e. convert from h aving no packets to 
send at time t to having a packet to send at time t + l. We consider two approaches. 

Il.C.2.a No Ivfodelling of Packet Generation 

Here we will rely on the Bayesian updating to keep the probability vector reasonably 
accurate. This is the simplest case. \Ve simply set 1Tt + 1 = Pt · 
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II.C.2.b Poisson Model of Packet Generation - -~ - --
11erc we assume LhaL new packets arrive according to a Poisson disLribuLion wiLh 

parameter a, and LhaL o: is csLirnaLcd reasonably accuraLcly. We assume LhaL new packcLs 
are given Lo inactive processors. We can cornpuLc Lhc initial probabilities for llq 1 : 

Pr,t+ I = L Uj,t · Pa(r - j). 
j = O 

(11) 

Herc Pa(r - j) denotes Lhc value of Lhc Poisson dcnsiLy function at point r - j; i.e. the 
probabiliLy thaL r - j new packcLs will arrive during a Lime slot. 

This completes our description of Lhe Bayesian Broadcast procedure, since we now have 
our initial estimates for the distribution of flt 1 1 for Lhc next time slot. 

ID. THE PSEUDO-BAYESIAN BROADCAST ALGORITHM 

We now present a pracLical implementation of the above ideas, which we call the 
Pseudo-Bayesian Broadcast algorithm. 

We derive Lhis algoriLhm by assuming that 7rt can be reasonably approximated by a 
Poisson distribution with mean>...; the station's value of>... at time t represents the station's 
estimate of Rt. (We use the noLation >... rather than the subscripted form At for convenience 
in this section: >... now denotes a changeable control parameter for the stations.) Let 

(15) 

denote the Poisson density at r for Poisson parameter >.... Each station will keep only >..., 
rather than the vector 7rt, and will approximate the initial probability Pr,t by P:>..(r) . 

To develop the "Pseudo-Bayesian" broadcast and probability updating procedure, we 
first consider the equations that would be used for a true Bayesian update if bt is the actual 
broadcast probability (and Wt= 1-bt)- (These equations represent the unnormalized final 
probability values.) 

(16) 

(17) 

P;>..(r) · cbt(r) = P;>..(r) · (1 - lh,(r) - Sb,(r)) (18) 

From (9) and (17) it is easy to compute the optimal broadcast probability: 

bt =min(~' 1); (19) 

no complicated root-finding is needed. Thus we have derived our first practical benefit 
from the Poisson approximation: the optimal value for bt (given the approximation) is 
trivial to compute. 
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We next consider the problem of upd ating A in as Bayesian a manner as possible, while 
preserving our Poisson approximation. We shal l sec that for holes and successes we can 
use Bayes ltule exactly, while for collisions we must introduce an approximation error in 
order to preserve the Poisson approximation. 

From ( 16) we sec that for holes the Bayesian updating takes a simple form, since the 
resulting distribution will a lso be Poisson with mean >-.w1 = min(>-. -1, 0). In other words, 
when a hole occurs the stations reduce their estimate of the expected number of active 
stations by one, unless A is already less than 1, in which case they set A to zero. 

From ( 17) we sec that for successes the Bayesian updating and success modelling also 
takes a simple form. Herc ( I 7) will yield a Poisson distribution with mean A - l shifted 
one place to the righL. llowevcr, the effect of modelli ng a successfu l transmission shifts the 
distribution one place to the left. The net, result, is that, the Poisson assumption remains 
valid, and each staLion should decrement, it,s sLaLe variable A by l. 

lf Lhcre is a collision, Bayes Rule wil l not, yield a Poisson <listribuLion for the final 
probabilities. However, we approximate the result by a Poisson distribution, by setting A 
to be the mean of' the resulting distribution, which is (using x to denote)..• bt): 

(20) 

which simplifies in the case >-. > 1, bt = f to: 

1 
>-.+ --. 

e-2 
(21) 

(It is somewhat surprising that we get a constant increment to >.. in this case.) For :\ < 1 
(20) is reasonably well approximated by 

2.39221 (22) 

which is the value (20) yields for :\ = l. Using (22) is equivalent requiring that :\ > 1 at 
all times. The following algoTithm makes this simplification. 

We now summarize the above analysis, assumptions, and approximations in the follow
ing presentation of the "Pseudo-Bayesian Broadcast" algorithm. 

The Pseudo-Bayesian Broadcast Procedure: 

!I 

Each station maintains a copy of :\, and during each slot: 

o Broadcasts with probability ~' if it has a packet. 

<;) Decrements >-. by 1 if the currenl slot is a hole or a success, and increments :\ by 
e~'.J = l.392211. .. if the current slot is a collision. 

e Sets A Lo max(:\+ a, 1), where a is the observed a\'crage success rate (which is a lso 
the average arrival rate for new packets). 
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We noLe that since each station now only maintains a. single paramel,er A, it, would be 
s imple Lo broad cast, A wiLh every packeL In t,his way slations which have just, powered-up 
can "synchronize" easily . 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The Pseudo-Bayesian Broadcast, Procedure was simula led for 10n trials for a number of 

di!Terent Poisson arriva l ra.(,cs a. 'The following resulLs were oblaine<l. Herc R~ve denotes 
lhe average value of R, and R-;;'ax dcnoles lhe observed maximum value of R: 

a Rave 
Q' 

Rmax 
Q' 

0.10 0.014 7 
0.15 0.13 10 

---- --
0.20 o.~J2 18 

~ -
0.25 0.71 19 

-
0.30 2.13 11 
0.32 3.12 54 
0.34 7.17 101 
0.35 13.04 113 
0.36 30.65 217 
0.37 1014.7 1763 

It is clear from (5) that we should not expect to be able to handle a > > e- 1 = 
0.3678 ..... We see that the a lgor ithm becomes unstable for a > e- 1, as expected. 

These results are superior to those of previously published statistics for adaptive control 
algorithms that use only global information. For the algorithm of Hajek and van Loon 
[HVL82] it is reporled that the average backlog for a = 0.32 is approximately 5.0. (To 
compare our r esults wit,h theirs, you should subtract)., from our values of R~ve, since they 
do not count newly arrived packets in Lhe backlog.) To be fair, we note that their main 
objective was to prove that their algorithm was stable for a < e- 1; we <lo not yet have 
such a proof for P seudo-Bayesian Broadcast. 

For ano ther comparison, in [GGMM85] it is reported that for Binary Exponential 
Backo.ff 

Rg~2e0 = 0.44, Ro~2\ = 1.483, Ro~lO = 13.526, and R)t}5 = 12519.4. 

Some pract ical data relating to the performace of Binary Exponential Backoff can be found 
in [SH80] . 

For our simulation results the stations model Lh e input arrival rate, and increase A by 
their estimated a in each slot. We were curious what would happen if th is was omitted 
(as suggested in II.C.2.a). The following simulation results were obtained for t,his case: 

Q'. Rave 
Q' 

R rnax 
a 

0.30 3.34 56 
0.32 8.22 96 -
0.34 85.61 471 
0.35 3809.32 7530 
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This version of t he algorithm performs noticeably worse; it doesn't even look stable at 
a= 0.35. 

V . RECURSIVE PSEUDO-BAYESIAN BROADCAST 

The simple Pseudo-Bayesian Broadcast procedure will not be stable for a > e-- l = 
0.3678 .... Yet t ransm iss ion control procedures arc known f'or the slotted ALOHA model 
which arc stable for significantly higher values of a. The best result to date is an algorithm 
which is provably stable for a < 0.'1878. The history of this algorithm is involved, but 
the ideas and analysis a rc due to Capctanakis, Gallager, Tsybakov, Mikha.ilov, Likhanov, 
Huang, Berger, Mosely, and I lurnblct, among others (sec [Ga85] for a presentation and 
references) . Pippenger has even shown that if the stations can determine exactly how 
many stations we re t ransmitting during a col lis ion, then any rate a < l can be handled 
[Pi8 t]. 

The ideas involved in these algorithm s can be easily adapted for use here. We present 
below the sketch of a "rccu rsive" Pseudo-Bayesian Broadcast a lgori thm. 

The idea is that wheneve r a collision occurs, the stations involved in t hat collision 
invoke a "recursive" execution of the (recursive) Pseudo-Bayes ian Broadcast algor ithm, 
beginning with a new A ini tial ized to 2.3922 U (an estimate for the expected number of 
stations involved in the collision). A recurs ive execution may of course invoke a nother 
recursive execution of its own, if it encounters a collision. A recursive execution terminates 
when its A drops below l. When a recurs ive execu t ion terminates, the "parent" execution 
resumes, alter adjusting its lambda to account for the number of successes observed on 
the channel since the recurs ive execution began. Note that the recursive execution may 
terminate before a ll of the stations involved in the collision have successfully transmitted 
their packets, in which case those stations that joined th e recursive execution but which 
didn't get a packet sent successfully rejoin the parent execution . All sLations can determine 
when a recursive execution terminates, since the recursive A is updated only on the basis 
of globally available information. The lowest- level or initial execution of the procedure is 
slightly different, in that stations joining the system only join at the lowest level, and also 
in that when a recursive execution terminates and control returns to the lowest- level, the 
lowest level A needs to be incremented by the expected number of new stations that have 
joined the system since the recursive execution b egan. 

We omit our preliminary simulation results here, a lthough t hey look very promising. 
(We hope to present these results in a later version of th is paper, after more data is 
collected.) Vie expect that this recursive procedure shou ld be stable for significanLly larger 
values of a than the simple Pseudo-Bayesian Broadcast. It would of course be interesting 
to prove such a result about the Recursive Pseudo-Bayesian Broadcast algorithm. 

VI. QUEUES AND VARIABLE-LENGTH PACKETS 

In practice, a station might have more than one packet ready to transrn it, and would 
keep its untransmittcd packets in a queue. ln this case we suggest. that it, cou ld ind icate 
in each packet it sends whether it w ishes to reserve the next time slot for a su bscquent 
packet. 

With t his approach there arc then two kinds of slots: contention slots (as usual) 
and reserved slots . A contention slot followed by a sequence of reserved slots we term 
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an interval. During an interval the t.ransrniUing station will completely empty its queue, 
making maximum use of the bandwidLh available. 

We can modify the Pseudo-Bayesian BroadcasL a lgori th m to work in this case by doing 
the Dayesian updating by intervals rather than by slots: each slaLion will increase ).. by 
1.39221 when there is a collision during a contention slot, and decrease ).. by 1.0 if there 
is a hole or a success in a conLcntion slot. During a reserved slot no Bayesian updating of 
).. is performed. 

Herc ).. is modelling the number of stations with nonempty queues, not the number of 
packets backlogged in the system. 

The "arrival rate" is then the average raLc at which which stations with empty queues 
receive a packet to transmit per time slot. (The arrival rate is measured per slot and not 
per interva l.) This can be est,irnaLc<l by computing t he average number of intervals per 
time slot. During each lime slot each station can increase its).. by this amou nt. 

We observe that the above strategy is now applicable to networks where there arc both 
queues and variable-length packets (such as the Ethernet), since we can define a "slot" 
to be the Lime period required for channel acqnisition or collision detection, and consider 
the first slot of a long packet to "reserve" the time necessary to transmit the rest of the 
packet. (This may or may not work out well in practice; maintaining accurate slotting 
with such a fine resolution may be impractical.) 

VII. OPEN PROBLEMS 

Determine for what arrival rates a w ill the Bayesian Broadcast, Pseudo-Bayesian Broad
cast, and Recursive Pseudo-Bayesian Broadcast algorithms remain stable (i.e. have finite 
expected backlog). 

For the Bayesian Broadcast algorithm, determine t he conditions under which it is true 
that if a station joins the system lat e, the initial probability vector 1ft it uses shouldn't 
matter much, since it will converge to the values held by t he other stations a~er a short 
while. 

For the Bayesian Droadcast algorithm, demonstrate that, given the best possible es
timates for Rt available from the past history, the described procedure for choosing the 
broadcast rate is opLimal. The described procedure is locally optimal in that it maximizes 
the success rate at each slot. However, it might not be asymptotically optimal in that one 
could obtain an advantage by choosing bt locally non-optimally in order to gain information 
for later slots. I conjecture that for reasonable models of packet generation the proposed 
procedure for finding for the broadcast probability is optimum in that one can't expect to 
do better over the long term with any other procedure that uses the same information. 

For the Bayesian Droadcast a lgorithm, identify the most general conditions under 
which P(success at time t) will be unimodal in bt, so that the optimal value of bt can 
be determined by Fibonacci search. 

Extend the Bayesian approach here to handle the case that a station only obtains 
information f10m the channel when it itself tries to transm it a packet. (This of course 
would mean that stations would be us ing non-global information.) 

Identify the best control procedure when ::;tations use all available information (including 
private information). It is not clear how to do· th is, even for as few as three stations, 
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since the sta.lions may no longer have equal values for the transmission probability bt, 
and computing bt for one sLation requires information about, what values for bt the other 
sLaLions arc likely Lo use, which requires knowing what informaLion they is using about 
what bt the first station will use, etc. 

VIIl. CONCLUSIONS 

We believe the proposed Pseudo-Bayesian Broadcast procedure will be found to be 
exceptionally effective in practice, since it makes nearly the "best possible use" of the 
information available on Lhe network in determining the broadcast probabilities to use. 
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